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Abstract

This study is about the present scenario of Gender Equality and Social Inclusion GESI in the technical schools. This study has tried to explore the present scenario, how the schools are mainstreaming in GESI and how is GESI mainstreaming done in the schools. This study is qualitative in nature and the interview was done with three female and one male participant who have been working in the schools. The participants experience and perception is carried out in the study through the in-depth interview. The study shows that there are several improvements in the GESI field and most of the schools have GESI unit which seems good for the implementation of the policies formulated regarding the GESI. Also this study has tried to dig out the GESI barriers in the mainstreaming and implementation level in the local level. Though there are many changes, many improvements, there are still chances to make it more effective and make GESI friendly environment in the school.
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Introduction

Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI) is one of the cross-cutting issues in every sector. Gender is defined as the state of being male and female. It refers to the cultural and socially constructed between the sexes. Gender is not about something we are born with, and not about something we have, but it is about something we do (West and Zimmerman 1987) and something we perform (Butler 1990). Sex refers to the natural and biological differences between male and female. So it is biological and is difficult to change. But gender is a social construct and gender roles depend upon the society and culture.

Social exclusion is the multi-dimensional concept and it is seen in every society. Walker and Walker (1997) define social exclusion as “Dynamic process of being shutout, partially or fully, from any of the social, economic, political, or cultural systems which determine the social integration of a person in society”. So it has been the abjuration (or non-realization) of the civil, political, and social rights of citizen of the country. Thus it is the opposite of social integration (de Haan, 1998).
Social inclusion is distinct from social exclusion. It is the social integration or the social cohesion of the disadvantaged, marginalized, backward people, mostly the excluded people in the society. Social exclusion is defined as, “the removal of institutional barriers and the enhancement of incentives to increase the access of diverse individuals and groups to development opportunities” (Alsop, Bertelsen & Holland, 2006). So the issues of GESI and its implementation has been one of the major challenges in society.

In the context of Nepal, we do have several cases of social exclusion, inclusion. There are inclusion policies, reservation and quotas system for the excluded groups to mainstream them in the social life and development process. The Constitution of Nepal, 2015 also has focused on the issues of GESI. It promises to end gender-based discrimination through proportional and inclusive participation of women. It allows for special provisions for socially and culturally disadvantaged women, and recognizes women's right to lineage without gender-based discrimination.

Millennium Development Goals (MDG) had also ensured the rights of gender and excluded groups which further are highlighted on Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) too. It also highlights on gender equality. SDG 5 is about achieving gender equality and empowering all women and girls. So it has been one of the major issues in the sector of development too.

Nepal has made significant progress in ensuring equal access to education, with gender parity in primary and secondary level school enrolment. But the discrimination and violence against women and girls remain despite substantial improvements. The proposed targets for 2030 include eliminating gender disparity in all levels of education, wage discrimination at similar work, physical and sexual violence, and all harmful practices, and raising the presence of women in the national parliament and public service decision-making positions (National Planning Commission, 2016). There are several rules, regulations, plans and policies to address the gender issues.

**Purpose of the Study**
The main purpose of the training was to explore the GESI scenario in the TVET sector. Furthermore, it aimed to highlight on how the GESI mainstreaming is done in TVET.

**Research Questions**
The main research questions of this study are:
1. What is the present scenario of GESI in the schools?
2. How are the schools focusing on GESI mainstreaming?
3. What are the challenges and barriers on GESI mainstreaming?

**Policy Review**
Regarding the GESI integration, there are several plans and policies in the government level as well as TVET sector. They are:

**TVET Policy, 2012**
TEVT policy highlights on providing the advantage to the real disadvantage groups. Significant changes have been made in recent years in results of the changed political environment. Nepal’s laws constitution and civil code has continued to include the discriminatory provisions particularly in relation to citizenship, nationality, inheritance, ownership, marriage and family, employment and education which is also highlighted in TVET policy. TVET policy, (2012) focuses on youth and adult human resources who were taken out or not admitted to school, are illiterate or have not obtained any kind of skills either through TVET system. It has also highlighted on the access and inclusion of the poor, women, marginalized community.

The TVET Policy , (2012) focuses on the five following areas; specific strategies have been drawn up to achieve each one of them:

i. expansion: to expand training opportunities and services;
ii. inclusion and access: to give access to training
to all citizens in need and to ensure opportunity for receiving training to all;
iii. integration: to integrate various training modes and training providers into one system;
iv. quality and relevance: to link training contents and training outcomes with economic demands; and
v. funding: to ensure sustainable funding for technical education and vocational training.

The provisions for the differently able people should be highlighted. The tools to identify the excluded groups are needed within the policy. And if the implementation is done, it would have a better opportunity to provide justice to the needed ones. GESI sensitization programmes seem lacking in the policies which should be integrated in all the levels and courses. So practical and result oriented GESI tools and programmes are needed.

**Methodology**

This study is qualitative in nature. In this, I have focused on interpretive inquiry. One of the goals of the interpretivism is to comprehend and interpret human behaviour, so this paradigm has helped me to come up with different ideas while conducting my study. King, Keohane & Verba (1994) say that this approach helps to ask the right question and even give additional conference in the conclusions.

The ethnographic study was done with the participants as ethnography mainly highlights the cultural observations of the study. Ethnography is an interpretive, reflexive and constructive process which can be done with the continuous inquiries (Whitehead, 2004). So it helped to explore the GESI culture in the school with this study. It helps to gain a comprehensive, complete picture of participants (Given, 2008). So it is the study of the people in the natural setting which has helped to obtain the information related to GESI and other GESI related issues. This has helped to obtain the multiple realities of the participants.

Marshall (2006), focuses on, “the value of the ethnographic interview lies in its focus on culture through the participant’s perspective and through firsthand encounter which is especially useful for eliciting participants’ meanings for events and behaviors and for generating a typology of cultural classification schemes”(p.104). To obtain the information, in-depth interview was conducted. The study is based on the in-depth interview with the participants who are the instructors of the technical schools of the CTEVT and working as GESI focal persons in the schools. There were altogether four participants in the study. Among them three were female and one was male. For the selection of the participants, purposive sampling was done.

**GESI in TVET**

Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI) is the concept that addresses unequal power relation between women and men and between social groups that focuses on the need for action to rebalance these power relations, equal rights and respect for all individuals. GESI has been introduced in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) in one or another way. The first thing is that most of the female in the vocational training used to choose traditional trainings. But later on, women also started getting involved in non-traditional vocational training and community based training. But still the gender discrimination in the choosing of the different occupation exists. So, there exists gender segregation in technical and vocational education programme (Hartl, 2009).

Sudha (pseudonym), GESI focal person and agriculture assistant of a technical school said that she has seen several changes in the TVET sector with regards to the GESI issues from the past and now. She said that the female students who used to choose the traditional trade in the past are being lesser and now both the sexes are choosing non-traditional trades. So the number of female in the TVET sector is less than that of the male because of traditional beliefs (Ngure, 2013). So there is urgent need to add the trades. Also the number of trainees for the excluded group is increasing nowadays.
Similarly, Saroj (pseudonym), GESI focal person and trade head of a technical school said that the changes are incomparable. He said that though there were some efforts in the beginning too but the issue was neglected and was not implemented but now the case has been sensitive and all the staffs are alert about using words and their behaviour. He further adds, “Traditional mind set has been changed and Training and training centres are being GESI friendly”. Tan, Tan and Young (2000) also points out that poverty and the social mindset are the main challenges to women for the entrepreneurship in TVET.

Likewise, Junu (pseudonym), Head of Department and GESI focal person of another technical school has said that, “Provision of Scholarship for dalits, female and marginalized has addressed GESI issues”. She further added that the inclusive recruitment system has also been one of the good examples for the GESI implementation in the TVET sector. The scholarship scheme for the Disadvantaged Groups has also focused on the GESI mainstreaming, says, Balawati, an English instructor of another technical school. She is not the member of GESI unit. But she agrees on the necessity of the GESI unit. She further added that the social mindset has been changed and investment in non-traditional occupation for the daughters has been increased. People see these types of jobs as non-prestigious blue-collar employment (Teklehaimanot, 2002) which is one of the main aspects in the involvement of all types’ gender, caste, people, and excluded groups in the TVET sector.

GESI Mainstreaming in TVET

Mainstreaming is an approach and strategy to empower some specific group or community. GESI mainstreaming is to engage and empower women and marginalized group. Mainstreaming is not the end but the means and strategy. GESI Mainstreaming refers to, “ the process whereby barriers and issues of women and poor and excluded people are identified and addressed in all functional areas of infrastructure development system: policies, institutional systems, work environment and culture, programme and budget formulation, service delivery, monitoring and evaluation, and research” (Government of Nepal, 2013).

There are several plans and provisions to mainstream GESI in different organizations and development sectors. In the same way, the issue of GESI mainstreaming has been adopted in different technical schools of Nepal. For this, there are different programmes. Skills Development Project (SDP) is also implementing GESI programs for the Quality Improvement Programme (QIP) for selected technical schools. S. Bista (personal communication, 21 April, 2016, GESI consultant, SDP) said that, “we have different programmes for the GESI mainstreaming in QIP schools and there are several indicators which determine the progress of GESI mainstreaming in the schools”.

For the GESI mainstreaming in different sector, different programmes and different policies are formulated. In these aspects, Sudha highlighted on the TVET policy 2012 which has also focused on the gender issues. Also she added that in the recruitment process in the schools, the GESI has been focused and the instructors are given priorities that are from the marginalized, excluded groups, women, poor etc. This shows that some efforts have been started in the root level.

But Saroj has some disagreement in the mainstreaming policies. He said that, “though there are good plans and policies but the implementation level is not enough”. He also said that the mainstreaming schemes like scholarship for the needy people has been increased and provided but not in the fair competition, there are still some rumours”. This also shows that there are chances to improve and maintain gender balance, social inclusion in the school level.

In the same way, Junu remembers that they had recruited the staffs on the base of fair competition, qualification and GESI integration. They have focused the minorities groups and female in the
recruitment. Also she said that there are some issues that have been solved in the local level, such as the discrimination and harassment cases. She further added, “If there are any complaints about the GESI issues, then the GESI team would handle it and solve the problem with proper counselling and even punishment”. But she was upset on saying that the issues are most of the time hidden or taken without seriousness; so it has been difficult to handle all the cases that happens within the school environment.

Likewise, Balawati, said that she is trying to change the students’ mindset on different GESI issues. She said that some of the words, language the students used are not GESI friendly. So she is providing some extra inputs on those issues. She said that, “our school has very good provision on these types of issues”. She further added, the school is trying to make it GESI friendly by adding some physical infrastructures, motivating both the students and teachers to use gender friendly language, to create GESI friendly environment. Eshetu (2014) has also a finding that the school physical infrastructure also hampers on the participation of women in TVET sector. This shows that there are plans and awareness about GESI mainstreaming in the school level.

GESI Barriers in TVET

To complete a single task, we face several barriers. So there are several barriers in the implementation and application level of any programmes and projects, plans and policies. So in mainstreaming GESI in the school level there are several barriers. The very most common and important barriers that we face in the GESI mainstreaming is the attitudinal barriers. Until and unless, the mindset of the people is changed and they feel the change is necessary, and then only the implementation would be effective.

Similarly, Sudha said that the social mindset of the people is one of the main barriers in the GESI mainstreaming. Similarly, she added that for the female, socially excluded groups, physically challenged, there is no safe accommodation, infrastructure in the schools like hostels, toilets, ramps etc which has also created the problem. Also the poor and marginalized students do not have enough money to study and also the scholarship is not sufficient for all the needy people. She also added, “The low prospect in the decent work and low self-confidence, fear of challenge in the peoples is another barrier”. UNESCO (2009) also states that, in most poor countries (and in many rich), the general esteem of TVET is low. Until and unless, they realize and become confidence on what they are doing, they will face challenges and barriers in field.

Though there are barriers, there is a scope too. Junu believes on self-empowerment as the best way to fight against the barriers the people face in the life. But she also agrees on economic barrier for that poor and marginalized group to take a challenge. Likewise, she pointed out, “Some people do not have physical and mental abilities to compete with others; so GESI mainstreaming has been a challenge”. One major thing she highlighted on, “lack of information dissemination for excluded, poor and marginalized groups to utilize their skills and knowledge, which is collapsing their opportunity to participate in different programmes”. ILO (2008) also highlights this issue as most of the women in the developing countries are backward because of lack of information. It seems a serious matter that the needy people are not getting information and lacking the right to information.

Not only this, Saroj highlights on the discriminatory decisions, policies, plans, acts, rules and regulations. Also the curriculum is not gender friendly. The curriculum needs to be changed time and again as per the demand of the market. Middleton (1996) has also stated that, conducting periodical survey, annually or quarterly in the developing countries is the most way to attain information and identify organizational change in the economy, movement of relative wage and employment by skill qualification. He disagrees on the role of female participation only in the name of participation but do not have a role in decision making. He also added that lack of ownership has been another barrier on
GESI mainstreaming.
Balawati blames on city centred academic institutions that are working for profit motive but not maintaining the code of conduct that they should. So she agrees on the social mindset and the behaviour of the people which is not providing the way to maintain GESI friendly environment in the workplace and every sector. She further added, “Traditional beliefs, rites and rules, gap in knowledge and information, language, geographical difficulties are also the barriers of GESI mainstreaming the local level”. This shows that the proper information sharing, knowledge and the implementation authorities are also creating barriers.

In this regard, the most common ways out is to make the implementation effective. All the participants said that the GESI budget and GESI plan has to be maintained and implemented in an effective way. GESI focal persons and, GESI unit also should be made active in each and every aspect.

Findings
The major findings of the study is that the participants are aware about the GESI information and about maintaining GESI friendly environment but they are seeing challenges in the implementation level. There have been several changes in the GESI issues which are very positive aspect.

There is equal participation, equal government salary for all the staffs of same level. But the study shows that there is still discrimination on the types of job and the engagement of female on traditional occupation, which has been a serious issue.

Not only this, the school physical infrastructure are not GESI friendly. The school environment, accommodation and other facilities are not GESI friendly. Several initiations are done in the national level and school level. The scholarship provisions are also increased to the poor and the needy people that also include the gender and socially excluded groups. There are several targeted programmes for the mainstreaming of the GESI groups like inclusion policies.; GESI unit in the school and, GESI team have been active for making the GESI friendly environment. It also helps for the cases of harassment, solve the issues, makes decisions for the punishment etc. The school infrastructure are also being changed and in the process of making it GESI friendly. The school environment is also being improved from the past to present. Also the participation of women and socially excluded groups is being increased in several skills based trainings and non-traditional fields of skills and occupation.

During the staff recruitment, many schools have tried to maintain gender equality and had have prioritized female, socially backward, poor, marginalized and disadvantaged groups. Even during the student enrolment, the provisions of scholarship for the needy, excluded, poor etc are being highlighted to motivate them to study. Also the curriculum and the courses are not as per the need of the students to maintain the GESI. So curriculum should be developed to maintain entrepreneur skills (Ngure, 2013) in the GESI groups. There are several good things and improvement is seen. But still, a few things like planning, participation is seen less from the targeted groups. Also the plans and policies seem lacking in the implementation level.

Implications
The provision of GESI in the schools has been very effective for the targeted groups. With some small changes, there would be huge improvement in the local level. So some implications are highlighted below:

i. For overcoming obstacles in maintaining gender equality, the teachers could implement affirmative action in the schools.

ii. For the enhancement of the employees capabilities and assets to make GESI friendly school environment, school principals could apply the empowerment strategies, capacity building strategies.

iii. All the concerned and stakeholders should be GESI friendly and should be committed in both words and works and all of them
should try to include all the excluded in the equity basis.
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